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1. As we know, examples of Hilbert domains are to a large extent the so-
called equicodimensional rings, namely rings in which the height of every maximal
ideal coincides with the dimension of R. As for a noetherian ring R, it is well
known that R is an equicodimensional Hilbert ring if and only if the polynomial
ring R[X2 in an indeterminate X over R is equicodimensional.

Examples of Hilbert domains with maximal ideals of different height were
given by some authors (cf. [3], [6] and [7]). In particular, Heinzer constructed
noetherian Hilbert domains with maximal ideals of various preassigned height.
The purpose of this note is to give an alternative way of construction of such an
example and to construct noetherian Hilbert regular domains with an infinite
dimension.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Prof. M. Nishi for his
suggestions, and to Prof. H. Yanagihara for his comments in writing this paper.

2. All rings considered are commutative with identity. By a locally no-
etherian ring we mean a ring in which every localization by a maximal ideal is a
noetherian ring, and for a prime ideal p in a ring A, depth (p) means the dimension
of A/γ.

LEMMA 1. Let A be a locally noetherian ring and p be a prime ideal with
depth(p)>2. Then the following statements a), ft), and c) hold:

a) U = {SβeSpec(A);SβiDp,ht(ψlp)=l} is an infinite set.
b) If s is a non unit of A but not contained in p, then the subset of U con-

sisting of φ which does not contain s is infinite.
c) Let U' be an infinite subset of U. Then we have p= Γ\ φ.

PROOF. If A is noetherian, it is clear that each statement holds. Otherwise,
by taking a maximal ideal m in A such that m=>p and /ιί(m/p)>2, it suffices to
consider the ring Am in place of A.

LEMMA 2. Let A be a locally noetherian ring. Then A is a Hilbert ring if
and only if every prime ideal p with depth(ψ)=l is the intersection of maximal
ideals containing p.

PROOF. The "only if" part is obvious. We assume that for every prime ideal
p with depth(p) = l, p is the intersection of maximal ideals containing p. As
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every prime ideal p with depth(ip)>2 is the intersection of prime ideals properly

containing p by a) and c) of Lemma 1, A is a Hubert ring by assumption.

In [2], p. 106, Grothendieck proved that for a noetherian ring A, As is a

Hubert ring for every non nilpotent element s of Rad (A). The following proposi-

tion shows that for locally noetherian case, the same statement holds.

PROPOSITION 3. Let Abe a locally noetherian ring and s be a non nilpotent

element of Rad {A). Then As is a Hίlbert ring.

PROOF. By Lemma 2, it suffices to show that for any prime ideal p s in As

with depth(ψs) = l9 p s is the intersection of the maximal ideals containing p s.

As s is an element of Rad (A), depth(p)>2. Hence b) of Lemma 1 implies that

U' = {φeSpec(A);φ=>φ9ht(Sβlφ) = l9φφs} is an infinite set; hence p = n $
by c) of Lemma 1; therefore p s = r\ tys.

The following lemma is obvious by Theorem 105 in [4].

LEMMA 4. Let A be an integral domain and p l 5 p2,..., pπ prime ideals in

A, no two of which are comparable. Then R = Apι Γ) Ap2 n ••• Π APn is a semi

local ring and R n PιAPi9 ί = l, 2,..., n are the maximal ideals in R.

LEMMA 5. Let A be a noetherian catenary domain and ty be a prime ideal

in A. Let s be a non zero element of ?β. Let p be a maximal element with

respect to the inclusion relation in the family {p e Spec (A); pa^β,sφ p}. Then

we have

The proof is almost clear and is omitted.

COROLLARY 6 (Heinzer). For any given positive integers r1>r2>" >rn9

there exists a noetherian integrally closed Hilbert domain R such that rl9 r2,...,

rn are precisely the integers which occur as the height of a maximal ideal in R.

PROOF. Let k be a field, m = rί + l and y4 = fc[X1?Z2,..., X w ] . Let p l 5

p 2 , . . . , pn be prime ideals in A9 no two of which are comparable, and ht(pi) = ri+l.

Then B = Apι Π Ap2 Π ••• n APn is a semi local ring with maximal ideals ptAp. Γ) B,

Ϊ = 1, 2,..., n. Let s be a non zero element of Pi Π p 2 Π ••• Π pM. Proposition 3

implies that R = BS is a Hilbert ring, and it is clear that the height of each maximal

ideal in R is rt for some i by Lemma 5 and R is integrally closed.

3. In this section, we construct a noetherian Hilbert regular domain with

an infinite dimension by applying a similar method to Nagata's construction of

the infinite dimensional noetherian domains ([6], p. 203).

LEMMA 7. Let kbeafield9andA = k\_Xl9Xl9XZ9.^\ For positive integers
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ei<e2<e2<-~9 let p f be the prime ideal in A generated by Xe._ί + ί9...9 Xei9

where eo = l. Then the following statements hold.

a) Iffis a non zero element, then f is contained in only a finite number of

Pi-

b) If a is an ideal in A contained in \J p f, a is contained in Vifor some i.

PROOF. The statement a) is trivial.

b) At first, we assume that α is finitely generated, say α = (/1 ?...,/ r). For

a sufficiently large n, we have fί9...9frek[Xί9...9 X n ]. As pf n k[Xu...9 Xπ] = 0

for i satisfying n < β ί _ 1 , ar\k[Xl9...9X^\ is contained in a finite union of p f Π

k[Xl9...9 Z J ; therefore α c p£ for some i. In general case, we put αΛ = (/1 ?...,/„),

where α = (/1,/2,...) (Note that α is generated by a countable number of elements of

A). As an is finitely generated, an is contained in p i ( π ) for some i(n). The set

{i(n); n = l,2,...} is finite because fλ is contained in only a finite number of p f

by a), where α is contained in a finite union of p t . Thus α c pf for some i.

LEMMA 8. Let k be a field and A = k\Xl9Xl9XZ9...~\. For positive integers

eι<e2<e3< ~, let p ; be the prime ideal in A generated by Xί9 Xe._1 + 2,...,

Xei+ι. Let B = S~ιA and % = S~ίph where S = A- \j p,.. Then the following

statements hold:

a) The maximal ideals in B are tyl9 *p2, φ 3 , . . . .

b) BXί is a noetherian regular domain.

oo

PROOF, a) It suffices to show that for any ideal α in A such that a^KJψi
ί = l

we have a^Pi for some /. Let φ: y4->fe[X2,Z3,...] = v4/Z1^ be the canonical
homomorphism. As φ(α)c= Wφίp,) and φ(pI ) = ( ^ i _ 1 + 2v 5 Xei+i)9 <P(a) i s

contained in φ(pf) for some ί by b) of Lemma 7, whence α c pί#

b) Since Bp. is the localization of k(..., Z y , . . . ) [ Z 1 , Z e i _ 1 + 2,..., X e.+ 1 ] ,

j Φ l , e,_! + 2,..., e,+ l, by the prime ideal (Xί9Xet_ί + 29...9 Xet+ί)9 B is regular

and locally noetherian. We will show that BXί is noetherian. Let aXί be any

non zero ideal of BXl9 where α is an ideal in B, and let / be an element of α Π A

such that (p(/)Φθ. Lemma 7 implies that there exists only a finite number of

maximal ideals in S~1φ(A) which contain φ(f); hence / is contained in only a

finite number of maximal ideals in B; hence also α is; therefore α is finitely gener-

ated because B is locally noetherian; therefore BXl is noetherian.

PROPOSITION 9. For any given positive integers r 1 < r 2 < r 3 < , there

exists a noetherian Hίlbert regular domain R such that rl9 r2, r3,... are precisely

the integers which occur as the height of maximal ideals in R.

PROOF. Let ei = rί + r2 i hr f. Let R = BXί9 where BXi is just the same

as in Lemma 8. As B is locally noetherian and Xx is an element of Rad(B), R
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is a Hubert ring by Proposition 3. Lemma 5 implies that for every maximal ideal

m, ht(m) = ri for some i.

REMARK TO PROPOSITION 9. a) dim (R) = oo.

b) Let a be a cardinal number not less than Ko. If card(k)>a, then R

is an H(ά)~ring. (As for the definition of an H(a)-ring, see [1])

Before proving the statement b), we need the following Lemma.

LEMMA. Let k be a field with cardinality greater than α, and let p, ty be

prime ideals in A = k[Xί,...,Xn] such that paSβ and ht(Sβ/p) = 2. Then the

cardinality of the set {qeSpec(A); p c q c ψ } is greater than a.

PROOF. By applying normalization theorem to k[Xu...9 ^ J / p , we may as-

sume that p = 0 and /ιί(^β) = 2. Since A% is a regular local ring of dimension 2,

9βA% is of the form (tί9 t2)A%, As (t1 + at2, t2)A% = 9βA% for every aek, tx + at29

t2 is a regular system of parameter of A%; therefore, Va = (tι + ah)^ *s prime in

A%. It is trivial that pa = pb implies a = b hence the cardinality of the set of prime

ideals of height 1 which are contained in 9β is greater than α.

PROOF OF b). Let S$Xι be a G(α)-ideal in R. Suppose that S$Xί is not maximal

in R. As R0 = R/tyXi is a (/(α)-domain and noetherian, Ro has not the property

J(α) by Proposition 1 in [1]; hence for some J(α)-subset D of Ro, we have Ht^Ro)

= HR(D). Since Ro is noetherian, there is only a finite number of prime ideals

of height one which contain a for each element a of D, whence we have card (Htί

(R0))<a. On the other hand, we have φ c φ j for some i by a) of Lemma 8.

Since PXl is not maximal in BXl, /zί(pί /p)>2, where ^ = S~Jp. By SLpplymgLQm-

ϊMLtok(...,Xj,...)[XuXei_ί + 2,...,Xei+1']Jή=l9 e^x +2, . . . , et + l, we see that the

cardinality of the set U = {qeSpec(B); Sβcqcz'tyi, ht(q/Sβ) = l} is greater than α.

There exists only a finite number of the elements of U which contain Xt therefore

card(Htί(R0))>a, which leads to a contradiction. Hence SβXι is maximal in R.
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